
Series:
Functioning Well in a Malfunctioning World

Sermon:
Evangelism: God’s Purpose for ORBC

Text:
1 Thessalonians 2:1-4

(2) Viewpoints I must embrace concerning the purpose of my church:

Viewpoint #1: I must ____________ that __________ purpose is ____________

purpose.

I. Reason #1: ____________________

II. Reason #2: ____________________

“When a class/ministry lets a full year pass without reaching a single person for Jesus 
Christ then it has forfeited its reason for existing.” – Ralph Neighbor in Witness, Take a 
Stand

NOTES: 

_______________________________________________________________

Viewpoint #2: I must ____________ that ____________ purpose is a _________

purpose.

I. _______________ is rooted in a _______________ that is ________.  

II. _______________ is rooted in a _______________ to please ______ 

and not ______.

True _______________ for Christ transcends all, it is indifferent to the displeasure of 

either friends or foes. _______________ enables Christians to forsake all rather than 

Christ, and to prefer to offend all rather to offend Him. – Jonathan Edwards

NOTES: 

_______________________________________________________________
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Functioning Well in a Malfunctioning World

Sermon:
Evangelism: God’s Purpose for ORBC

Text:
1 Thessalonians 2:1-4

(2) Viewpoints I must embrace concerning the purpose of my church:

Viewpoint #1: I must EMBRACE that ORBC’s purpose is GOD’S purpose.

III. Reason #1: Hebrews 9:27

IV. Reason #2: Matthew 28:18-20

“When a class/ministry lets a full year pass without reaching a single person for Jesus 
Christ then it has forfeited its reason for existing.” – Ralph Neighbor in Witness, Take a 
Stand

Viewpoint #2: I must EMBRACE that ORBC’S purpose is a BOLD purpose.

III. BOLDNESS is rooted in a MESSAGE that is TRUE.  

IV. BOLDNESS is rooted in a MOTIVATION to please GOD and not MAN.

True BOLDNESS for Christ transcends all, it is indifferent to the displeasure of either 
friends or foes. BOLDNESS enables Christians to forsake all rather than Christ, and to 
prefer to offend all rather to offend Him. – Jonathan Edwards


